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I.. Abstract
College. students are realizing that being a A-plus student will not necessarily
help them get the best job they can following graduation. More and more students
.' are taking their suriuners away from the books arid into a more hands-on
environment where they can apply skills they have learned, have the opportunity to
learn new skills, and meet and network with colleagues who are potential future
employers. In addition? by ~ffering these types of opportunities, corporations are
opening their doors to pmspective future employees, and taking a competitive step to
recruit from colleges and universities. These'interns are working on real-work, not
just some short-term items that were made up for them. The pro.gramming code they
generate and the support they providewill have lasting ramificatio~s to! the
company once they leave to return to school. This study reviewed factors which
trigger productivity in an intern on information technology-related projects. The
study reveals that having a sufficient amount 'ofchallenging work leads to a
productive intern witlla great impact on their project. In addition, the proper work
environment can affect the intern's efforts as well. This includes support. to get
through the leaining curve, adjusting to the culture of the work environment, and
'C
working with te'ammates and co-workers. Interns were found to be most effective on
"nice to have" projects which.were small in scope as well as projects which were re-
occurring each year over the summer. .
I
II. Introduction
A. Problem Statement
. .-
Having been an intern in IT departments throughout college as well as being
part. of a college recruiting team presently, it became a curiosity as to why companies
have interns. Do they have a significant impact on the projects' they work on during
the summer months? Are they productive in the short period of time they have in
their stay? Are they-simply there-to-eventually-be recruited fora-full~time position
and part of a human resources feeder pool for recruiting? Companies must find that
having the interns in their IT division is an effective and productive part of their
division somehow, otherwise they would not have them. This study hopes to
indicate those areas that make an intern effective on the project they work on. All
'"
and all, this study sets out to find out what makes interns effective ontheir projects
within the IT environment. The study looks at what factors make an inteIJl effective
in theircontributions ofbeing a part ofIT projects.
B. Research Objectives
This study looks at the measurements by which the interns are rate~ by their
supervisors as a means to indicate how productive they were. At the end of the
internships, supervisors review the work that the inteIJls have done and can decide if
the intern should be asked to return the following sumrrler either in another
internship. or as a full-time hire, whichever is appropriate depending on which year of
college the student is entering. These r,esults will be measured and studied to find
2
I
how effective the interns were on their projects and based on the environment and
l:'
circumstances involved in that internship, just how effective their work was for the
project. Some questions answered will be: What type ofwork is the intern doing? .,
What level of difficulty is it? What =type of skills are required for this task? What
type of skills does the intern alrea,dy have? What type of skills will have to be
,leamed? What are the intern's expectations? What are the manager's expectations?
" '
Based upon the variables indicated in Figure 1, this study will test several
propositions, which are listed below.
I
• Internl? who have a'higher grade point average (GPA) have mbre of an impact on
the IT projects which they work on..
• Interns with more experience are more likely to have more impact on the IT
projects which they work on.
• 'Interns who are c1oserto·completion-of-their-undergraduate degreehave more qf
an impact on the IT projects which they work on.
• Interns who, mostly perform certain types oftasks result in having a higher
impact on the IT projects they work on.
• Interns who 'find a significant portion of their work to be challenging have more
of an impact on the IT projects which they work on.
C. Background'
More and more, college students are realizing that grades alone might not get
them the jqb that they really want after graduatIOn. They realIze that some form of
. experience in their career field willprove' to be useful for helping them become that
. . . ~. '\
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, qualifying candidate. They look towards, internship opportunities to.gain experience
in their major. SUmmer internships have changed the way more college juniors
spend their last summer before graduation. (Scott) According to an April 19, 1999
press release from VaultReports.com, over 80,%· of Class of 1999 gra.duating college
seniors will have completed at least one internship by the time they graduate, an all-
time high percentage. This groWth in popularity of internships among college
students is matched by the increasing recognition incorporate America that
, \
internships are a cost-effective solution to the expensive job of recruiting new
employees. (VaultReports.com)
.
Before we investigate why internships occur, we should look at what they are
exactly. An internship as defmed by the National Society for Internships and
Experiential Education (NSIEE) as "any carefully monitored work or service
on what he or she is learning throughout the experience." (Ryan) In addition to just
summer intern.ships, many companies hire students in a more structured program that
colleges have set up called cooperative education, also known as co-op.
Northeastern University defines cooperative educ~tion as "a plan of education in
which students alternate periods of academic study on campus with similar peripds
ofpaid employment in positions related to your academic, career, or p~rsonal
interests. Co-op offers students the advanta.ge of testing these interests eariy on in
your undergraduate (or graduate) program. The combination of academic.study and
,co-op assignlnen~s produces an overall learning experience that giv,es greater
4.
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meaning to an academic program and direction to one's career development."
. (Northeastern University) The Northeastern University Cooperative Education.
Employer handbook adds that "cooperative education work is considered common
. law employment, altered only by arrangeme~t whereby. participation in the.
cooperative education program is an integral part of the student's bachelor's degree
. ;:t
program at an institution ofhigher education." (Northeastern University)
Now that we have defmed what pre-professional experience is through co-op
and internships, let us look at what type and level ofwork is actually done in the
coricise 10-16 week time frame. Margaret Schweer, vice president ofhuman
resources at Kraft Foods, Inc" notes that "The interns work on real world projects,
not just make-work duties to fill their time." (Ouellette) Interns are increasingly
being used in meaningful positions, thus enabling.both the company and the student
. . .
toevaluate-each-othec(Watson)~At'I::;ucent;-students-are-able·to-do'real'worktllata'- - .._- -----
regular employee would normally do, while at Microsoft, students are assigned to a
team and do all the work a regular team member would do also. (painko)
As explained eariier, these programs have positive outcomes for all parties
involved. Some ofthe benefits that students find are career. related work experience
for their resumes, an opportunity to.evaluate a specific career and decide'whether or
not they like it, networking, introductions to dealing with office politics and other
. workplace situations not tyPically found in classrooms, and a place to evaluate some
_--::- --Uof.Ltllb~eilir..!.oLYwtln.Lw.IT.l..loruk~skills a1?-d preferences. The realities ofwork - being expected to
beat work on time,meeting deadlines regardless ofhow you feel and working with
5
people who you may not like - ar~ a revelation anci a valuable awakening for many
interns. (Buchanan) Virginia Institute of Technology lists the following three
benefits for employers who hire from their cooperative education program: (1)
provide pre-professional persorinel who are relatively less expensive than
professional staff, but are effective and highly motivated, (2) meet seasonal needs
and release professional staff from work which can be delegated, and (3) opportunity
to try-out prospective future employees throughthe framework of co-op
emploYment. (Virginia Institute of Technology, "Cooperative ...") It is noted that
internships initiate learning opportunities that improve job selection and provide low- .
cost, nearly risk-free, hands-on job training to prospective employees, while at the
same time the interns contribute real and productive work~ (Ryan)
While the relationship unfolds, we see a respect between the employer' and---
student developing. Some testimonies show that no one is being exploited for the
other's benefit. Internships develop into a mutually-benefiting working and learning
experience. "We are not interested in giving intern make-believe work," says Union
Carqide's manager for university relations, Don Gatewood.. "They should all get to
participate in projects consistent with their academic and work experience levels."
.
(Watson) At Walker Digital, Edith Chan interned before her senior year at Harvard(, .
University where she studied Applied Math. She believed her internship was
successful because she was ~sked to take on some important research projects: "I
. was 12ro~d ofmy work and'.vanted to work longer hours even though there was no'
pressure to do so. They werewilling to take the risk of'giving me real
l •. ,
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responsibilities and they respected my opinions. If they hadn't, I don't think I would
- -
hav~ been motivated to work so hard.", she notes. (Dt;:Voe) Internship areas at _
Microsoft are clearly defined. Som~ students work in-software design engineering.
Others interested in ferreting out bugs take assignments for the product testing areas.
Art school attendees c.an dabble in the graphics design internships, and the user
~ducatioiJ. areas invite interns to participate as usability specialists for Microsoft
software. (Watson)'
In this relationship, companies are screening candidates while utilizing the
intern on projects, and seeing if a fit can be made for future emplOYment following
the student's graduation. It is a small investment made that enables productivity to
take place while showing real-time candidacy qualifications that no verbal interview
coul~_p_o_~siblY!illveiLfinns~ee~~~ous value in these programs, as internships
can provide them with inexpensive help, new'Ideas, and a talent pool from which
future full-time employees may be drawn. (Cannon) Companies caD. promote the c...
internship as a way for the company to see if the student is "one of them" while
investing time and money to give the student an overview ofthe business. Similarly,-
the student can see if the company is a good fit for them. During the interview
process, prospective interns may be told that their performance will be evaluaJed
from the perspective of"do they fit the mold". Each intern knows that he orshe is
being judged as a possible candidate for emplOYmentafter graduation. This can be
r
-...:..........-~--~.--}jidru811tHied as a motivatingfactm:--for-theintem (Ryan) Kraft's Margaret Schweer'
i
i··'
'.
adds that, "We want students to make career choices with accurate information."
,-(Ouellette)
.In this mutual relationship, both sides have ex'pectationwnd qualities that
they look for. Interns have stated· that the following should occur in an internship
environment:
1. The work must be meaningful. Someone in the department has to care about the
results.
2. The work should be project-related. If the intern can complete an entire task
-, from start to finish, the work experience is more valuable:
3. The work should require the intern to get broad exposure outside their
organization/functiQn. Such an experience allows the intern to begin developing
a,network as well as providi~g a macro levelpicture ofthe many facts of a
business.
4. Time should be set aside to learn about the company in general.
(Ryan)
Five qualities and characteristics can discriminate among students who are
selected as interns. These include: (1) work history, (2) academic performqnce, (3)
past patterns of growth and success, (4) goal orientation, and (5) communication
. skills. In addition, the following skills are als~ targeted when selecting candidates
for internships: (1) lea,dership, (2) problem solving, (3) creativity, (4) initiative, (5)
follow-through.. (Ryan)
8
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, Randy Melville ofProctor and Gamble, himself afonner intern and now a
sales operations district manager, states that "the '111ost significant benefitofhiring a
fonner intern is that the student understands the position. From a retention
standpoint, graduates who actually have experienced thejob they choose not only are
, making an infonned decision, but also are much more likely to remain with the
company, which is a key concernfor: corporations that are seeking to staff their
future technical and management ranks from campus talent. (Scott) ComPanies as
diverse as Intel and Union Carbide aim to hire 70'percentoftheir new full-time --.
college hires from the ranks oftp.eir interns. Hewlett Packard, the giant computer
~maker, picked 70 percent of its new hires from their intern pool. (Watson) Thirty
percent of 3M's 1997 new college hires interned with the company previously as
opposed to only fifteen percent five ye;rrs prior. '(Pianko)
, "
Hiring and retention factors certainly drive these numbersmenfionedabove.'
The relationship between the intern and employer certainly doesl1:'t end after the
internship is completed. Victor Lindquist, fonner dean ofplacement at Northwestern
, ,-
University, states that "A student who has been on an internship and comes to work
for you is much more likely to stay with your organization. Fonner interns are also
more loyal to organizations". (Pianko) Proctor and Gamble's Randy Melville
comments that, "We are practically on auto-pilot atsome campuses at which we
recruit, because we create aCore of ambassadors - fonner interns ~who ~ptead the
'good word on campus about Proctor and Gamble as an employer." (Scott)
9
("It used to be that an internship was just a summer job program. Nowmore-------I
companies are seeing it asa way to develop potential hire~',notes Monsanto's
university relations manager steven Villet. (Watson) Once hired, the former interns
do not need the training and ~djustment period that most new college hires require.
(Pi~nko) In hopes of developing a lasting relationship, the whole dep~ent usually
\.-,'"
gets involved in providing support to the intern for many of the reasons mentioned so
far such as support, guidance, training, and overall role ~odel figures. In their
continuing attempt to ret~in the students after graduation, many companies assign
each intern a mentor. Mentors can advise interns of opportunities at the company,
provide guidance on how to complete an assignment or just share their general
expenence. Microsoft also uses mentoring as achance to give their employees a
taste ofmanagerial responsibility. (pianko)
A successful mentor char~~t~ristical1yeriioodies the three qualities soughtby-
the Scarecrow, the Tin Man and the Cowardly Lion in Frank 1. Baum's story for The
W~zard. of Oz: intelligence, empathy, and courage. Under the rubric of intelligence,
mentorship not only provides a transfer ofknowledge, but demonstrates how to
acquire.and apply the critical thinking skills and the habits of inquiry and logical
argUfIlent needed to create and communicat.e that knowledge. Likewise, successful"
mentorship requires empathy, expressed in the responsiveness and understanding by
which goodmentors forge relationships oftrust with stUdents who often are
-"'"'----,-----~s>tJtnA:1ul2:g£jgllHin'lfg!4with_personaldifficulties or problems adapling to a particular culture of an
, ci
. .
institution. That quality ofcaring in mentoring relationsliips isalso thefoundation
10
for the specialized insights and positive reinforcement which increase and reward
intellectual curiosity and make students value education not only for'its utility, but
".
,
for the satisfa,ction of learning. And under the rubric of courage; good mentorship
... ~
foster students' personal growth and self-reliance through faith in reasoned \
viewpoints and confid~nce in acting,as the Oxford English dictionary calls it, "on
one's beliefand convictions". (Ross)
(' In a study by The High Technology Council ofMaryland to promote work-
based learning opportunities for community college and high school students in
information technology and telecommunications, they identified the following
benefits for employers: (1) developing and recruiting skilled, productive employees,
(2) rejuvenating and motivating'current employees, (3) learning fro~ students, (4)
getting bargain eIDployees. They also found benefits for the students to be: (1)
gaining valuable job experience, (2)deVe1opingfeclIDicarandin:tetpetsonal skills;-(3) --
clarifying career goals, (4) experiencing a corporate environment, (5) meeting and'
. \
comparing themselves to students from other schools and programs, and (6)
. providing financial aid for college. (High Technology...)
III. Methodology
A. Research Design
in order to complete this study, several qualitative and qmintitative analysis
-------rotoGls-were-used When starting the study, it began with a literature search of
periodicals and journals which focused on college job placement topics including
11
bothinternships and cooperative eQucatmn. --Computer-related periodicals were
investigated to help make the connection between actual technologies and job
placement statistics and reports. Many of the articles which were selected contained
discussions ofmany Fortune 500 companies which use interns in Information
Technology environments and talk about both why and how they utilize them and
.find them to be an asset to the company.
At the end of summer 1999, a survey was sent out to all the interns within the
Information Services department at Merck & Co., Inc. In.addition, a sti'rvey was sent
h.
out to their manage~s. These surveys were coded so that a relationship can be made·
betweenthe manager and intern while keeping the confidentiality ofwho is filling
out the survey intact. The surveys focused on areas that were typically
characteristics by which candidates were rated when they were being selecting for an
- --- -~-
jnterview process. The specific areas which are targeted are mentioned in the'Data
- . - ,
Collection section below. The intern surveys were piloted with fifteen undergraduate
students from a local technical four-year college. The tnanager surveys were piloted
.by ten co-workers who each have worked at Merck for a minimum of five years and
have had some experience interacting with atechnical intern during their
employment. Both pilot groups proved the· surveys wereclear and could potentially
gather valid data which address the study's propositions. The intern and manager
surveys are listed in Appendix A.
-----------.bIn(!-::additionJ:o the sunreys,Jhe experience of four interns was studied in
greater depth. ~The interns were interviewed during the last two wee~s of their
. 12
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...
internship. Their managers were also interviewed to find out more specific
information about their productivity, effectiveness and overall contributions to the
projects which theyworked on.
B. Data Collection
The intern surveys asked questions to find out about the student's background
in IT, previous work experiences, and academic background. In addition, it asked a
series ofquestions to help indicate their own personal evaluation of their internship.
experience. The surVeys focused on those independent variables thatmay help
conclude what factors' about an internship make that intern's short stay within an
informationC systems position an effective one. These areas incl~ded:
• Intensity ofWork • Their Prior Academic Performance
• Type ofWork Assigned • Using Skills Already Learned
-- ---"- --
----- --- ~-_. --------------
• Degree ofDifficulty ofWork • Using Skills Which are New
• Motivational Factors • Size ofProjectTeam
• IfThey Felt the Work was • Prior Work Experience
Meaningful • If Skills were Learned During the
• IfThey Enjoyed the Intern Job or Prior to the Job.
Program
. As mentioned, a ~urvey was also s~nt out ~o the intern's managers. The
manager surveys dealt with their evaluation of their intern;s performance and
----------,p=r=oaiIctivit~uestions addressed the o~erall contribtltionitJthe-pr~etts-},-amfflowunAtt'-------
13
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of training and/or self-learning thattook place, and overall satisfaction with having
.. . the intern in their group durillg the time period. They specifically asked about:
. ,
• .Working Closely withthe Intern • How Well the Intern Met Manager
• Seeing Improvement in the Expectations
Intern • If the Co-Workers on the Project Saw an
• Having the Intern Work Impact on the Project
Independently • If the Intern had a Positive Im~,act on the
• The Intern Completing their Project
Work • If the Manager felt the tntern had an
Overall Positive Effect
These factors were the independent variables of the research. They are
thought to be related to the following dependent variables.
• Intern's Satisfaction With the Internship Experience - the intern's satisfaction
can be derived from the intensity, difficulty, and meaningfulness oftheir work as
well as their motivation for doing it, and the environment which provided them
the opportunity to work under. .
• Intern's Work Contribution to Their Projects - the intern's cOl1-tribution can be
driven by their prior academic performance, their positive effects on the project,
the skills they possess or learn, the project team size as well as the project size
itself, their prior work experience, and ability to complete the work they are
---------assignettd.;------------- --'-~ -------.-.:~~-
14
~For an examination of the above relationships, reference Figure 1(Intern
Productivity Variables) below to see how-the independent variables relate to these
dependent variables.
Intern
Productivity
in IT
Projects
Intern's
Work Contribution
to Projects
ance
Manner
e
--~ -- .-
ught
Intensity ofWork
Type ofWork
Degree ofDifficulty ofWork- Intern's
Motivation - Why they chose A 1---- Satisfaction with
Computer Science -----j Internship· Experience
Felt that Work was Meaningfu.l- \
Enjoyed Intern Program ----:----'
I
Prior Academic Perform /
Contribute in Positive
Use skills learned or
already known
Size ofProject Team
. Prior Work Experienc
Self-taught skills or ta
Able to complete work
- Figure 1- Thesis Variables Used to Determine an Intern's Impact
These surveys were distributed to 63 interns in the Infonnation Services
department as well as their managers. Ifa manager had more than one intern, they
were asked to simply rate them together: If the manager felt it was too difficult to
rate the interns together, they were to contact the researcher so to arrapge separate
:surveys to be filled out. This, however, did not take place. One of the biggest risks
. of this methodology besides actually getting the surveys returned was the fact that
15
· the data only became valuable when both the intern and corresponding manager
,
returned tlleir surveys. Fortunately, there were 29 coded pairs of surveys returned of
tq.e 63 whicl1 were sent out. This made the survey compilation and analysis ppssible.
To complement the surveys, time was spent interviewing four interns to find
out more about the environment they worked in and how they felt about thetime
they spent i11 their internships. Inthese interviews, the students discussed their
academic background including how close they are to completing their degree, the
-J
classes they have taken and will be taking, and which classes they felt were the most
significant to what they feel they would like to ,do in their career. In the interviews,
their first i11lpressionsofthe company, the feelings they had about the' work they
were assigned, any feedback they have received, what motivates them, and critical
events and experiences were all discussed. Their managers were also interviewed
and·were·asked how'they-felt about-the overallproductivity-oHheseintern,the-areas
in which they'saw'improvement in the intern's work, how the intern's interactions
with others changed over the course ofthe internship, how they felt the project itself
was affected by having an intern taking part in it and the skills they felt Were used
most by the intern. The managers also were asked about/some of the lessons which
they learned while having an intern in their area.
C. Data Analysis
Survey Analysis
---c-----------~__.;-~--:-:-~'-----::-'~ ----=-~------==-=-_:__ -'---~---
" To examine the data which was compiled from the,intern sw:eys, Tables 1
'and 2 demonstrate how the m'anagers rated the interns whenthey are grouped by
16
various combinations of details about the students and aspects oftheir internships.
By looking at each of the propositions ofthis study, we will discuss the results which
were found.
• Interns who' have a higher grade point average (GPA) have more ofan impact on
the ITprojects which they work on.
In visually inspecting the data, no data patterns were found to support this
proposition. Interns appeared to e?iliibit relatively constant ratings from their
managers regardless oftheir GPA. Therefore, GPA is not supported as a factor in the
•
interns having an impact on their IT projects.
• Interns with more experience are more likely to have more impact on the IT
projects which they work on.
In visually inspecting the data, it is shown that most interns did not have more than
one internship prior to working at Merck. In addition, ratings from the managers
,appear to be constant between those with experience and those without. Therefore,
the amount ofprior work experience by ,an intern is not supported as a' factor in the
interns having an impact on their IT projects.
"-
• Interns who are closer to completion oftheir undergraduate degree have more of
an impact on the ITprojects which they work on.
In visually inspecting the data, interns had consistent ratings from their managers
regardless ofthe amoUnt of~eir undergraduate degree which they co~pleted.
Therefore, the amowlt of theiI undergraduate-degree-whiCh--is--rompleted--ts-not~---'-----~
considered a factor inthe interns having an impact on their IT projects.
17
'•. Interns who mostly perform certain types oftasks result in having a higher
impact on the ITprojects they work on.
In visually inspecting the data, it is seen that interns had received a similar
distribution of ratings from their managers based on the type of tasks they commonly
,- performed. Tlierefore, the type ofwork which an intern mostly performs cannot be
considered a factor in the interns having an impact on thei~,IT projects.
• Interns who find a significant portion oftheirwork to be challenginghave more
ofan impact on the ITprojects which they work on.
In vismilly ~specting the data, it was seen that interns h~d a similar distribution of
ratings from their managers regardless if a majority of their work was challenging or
trivial. They did, however, receive lower ratings from their managers when their
work-was seen as overwheliIlii1igreater than twenty percent of the time. In addition,
20 of the 29 surveys indicated that over 50% oftheir work was challenging for them.
This variable also had the highest concentration of a rating for one grouping as
compared to the others, and no other variable has such asignificant share of the
survey population. Therefore, since all the other independent variables had a more
constant distribution as compared to this one, and in conjunction with further studies
which are mentioned in the discussion ofthis study, the proposition that interns can
have a strong impact on their IT projects with the proper amount of challenging work
to heIp stimulate their motivation to perform the tasks they are assigned can be
supported Reference Tables 1 and 2, which follow, for the actual sm:vey·results.
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Intern
Completed
Work in
Timely
Manner
Manager Saw
hnprovernent
in Intern
GPA
3.50 - 4.00 7 3 4 2
3.00 -.3.49 7 2 4 2
under 3.00 3 0 2 0
4 1 2 0
6 1 5 1
7 ·3 3 3
Years Remaining
Less than a Year 1 1 0 0
One Year 8 3 5 4
Two Years or More 8 1 5 0
4
o
o2
3
5
1
o
4
3
3
4 --0-- 2 0
5 0 2 0
3 2 1 3
2 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
4 1 3 0
11
Table 1 ~ Survey Data Results Grouped by Variables
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Manager
. Wor~;ed
Closely With
Intern .
Manager Saw In·tern 1I\fas··.·
1mprovement .·Ab Ie t()'Work
in Intern Indeperiderit
Intern
Completed
Work in
Timely
Manner
GPA
n
o
.....
Jg tJl
:=tJlQ) Q)E-l
o
en
3.50 - 4.00
3.00 - 3.49
under 3.00
14 45 5 4
11 3 2 6 2
42 1 1
7
7
3
3 6 4 4 8
2 6 1 4 5
o 3 1 0 2
4 2
4 2
2 0
Experience
2 Prior Internships
1 Prior Internship
No Prior Internships
5 0
12 5
12 4
2 3 0
4· 3 5
2 6 2
4
6
7
1
1
3
31
16 ·3
6 2
1 3
3 6
2
5
3
o
1
3
Years Remaining
Less than a Year 2 0 1 0 1 1 10 2 o o
One Year
Two Years or More
16 6 5
11 32
5· 5
6 2 8
3
1
7 . 3. . 6
7 22
7
6
5
5
4
o
Performed Mostly...
Customer Support
Documentation
Programming
Hardware Support
Debugging
Testing
When work was
6 2 ~ 2 1
5.2 ~ .. 1 0
8 2·~ 4 3
2 1 0 1 0
2 0 1 1 0
·61 4 1
4
5
3
2
1
4
.
o 4 1 1 4
03 . 1 3
o 1.0 1 1
1 1 1 0 2
1 4 0···2 3
2
2
o
3
o
o
3
o
o
o
. ..
1 .. 1·· 4
.
2 '"'1
significantlv...
Trivial (greater or
equal to 50%)
Challenging (greater
or equal to 50%)
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3
1
4
o
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n2 0
5 3
3 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 1
2 1
4 1
1 0
o 1
2 0
5 2
o 0
6 3
3 2
o 0
-2 1
Overall, Intern
Contributed in
a Positive ..,
Manner
2
2 1.;11 I-I.' .·..u: ·;1
6
2
5
4
5
6
8
11
14
12
12
11
16
When work was
significantly...
Hardware Support
Customer Support
Debugging.
Testing
Overwhelming-(greater than 3.
20%
Challenging (greater or 20
e ual to 50%
3.50 - 4.00
Trivial (greater or equal to 6 .
50%
Programming
One Year
GPA
3.00 - 3.49
Two Years or More
1 Prior Internship
Performed Mostly....
under 3.00
Years Remaining
Less than a Year
Experience
No Prior Internships
2 Prior Internships
. Documentation ..
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Co-workers Intern Had
Intern Met saw Impact Positive Overall, Intern
Manager's by Having Impact on Contributed in
Expectations an Intern the} Pmject a ~ositive
on the Worked On Manner
Pro'ect
~ roC/) ~ ro, ~ moo ~ roC/)>. ~ .r::C/) >.
.r::C/) >. ~ .r::C/) >. ~ .r::C/)~. s: Ql 1j; ~ s: C/) 1j; s: Ql 1j; s: QlQl Ql
0 '0. Ql....J 0 '0. E'C 0 '0. Ql....J 0, '0. ~ 'C'~ >. E .... ~ ~ ~ >. E .... ~ ~I- 00 00 I- 00 0,0C/) C/) C/) C/)
n
GPA
3.50 - 4.00 14 8 5 1 6 4 4 5, 8' 1 9 4 1
3.00 - 3.49 11 7 3 I'\.1 4 4 3 7 -1 3 6 3 2
under 3.00 4 2 2 0 2 2 0 3 1 0 3 1 0
Experience
2 Prior Internships 5 4 1 0 1 2 2 3 1 1 3 1 1
1 Prior Internship 12 7 5' 0 8 4 0 8 4 0 10 2 0
No Prior Internships 12 6 4 2 3 4 5 4 5 3 5 5 2
Years Remaining
Less than a Year 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0
One Year 16 8 6 2 4 7 5 7 5 4 7 6 3
Two Years or More 11 7 4 0 7 3 . 1 7 4 0 9 2 0
/
Performed Mostly.. , ... _._---- - ---~_.- ~--- --_..._-,-----
Customer Support 6 5 1 0 2 3 1 4 2 0 5 1 0
Documentation 5 3 2 0 2 3 0 3 1 1 4 0 1
Programming 8 4 2 2 3 1 4 2 4 2 5 .2 1
Hardware Support 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
Debugging 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 (j 2' 0 0
Testing 6 3 3 0 2 2 2 3 3 0- 3 3 0
When work was
significantly., .
Trivial (greater or equal to 6 4' 2 0 3 2 1 4 2 0 5 1 0,
50%)
Challenging (greater or 20 12 6 2 8 6 6 10 6 4 12 5 3
equal to 50%) ,
Overwhelming (greater than 3 1 2 0 0 3 0 0 '2 - 1 0 2 1
20%) '.
Table 2 - Survey Data Results Groupedby Variables
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In summarizmg the survey analysis, it appears that the propositions which
looked at academic performance as being an indicator for impacting an intern's
contribution to the IT work they perform were not supported by the data. It is the
researcher's opinion that many of the academic performance metrics were already
used as a filtering process for performance indicators when Merck performed its.
intern recruiting tasks and create~ a bias in the survey population. The opportunity
to include students with lower GPA's and less work experience in the survey
populationmight have helped support the academic performance-based propositions
by allowing for those interns with higher academic achievements to be distinguished
.in the survey data.
Interview Analysis
_. Asmentioned;-tnete-were four interns, along with their project managers,
who were interviewed about their internships and experiences working for the
summer. The results tell a somewhat stronger story than the surveys revealed.
Candidate A had completed three years ofhis undergraduate degree. The
candidate had one prior internship in which he was responsible for network .
administration as well as troubleshooting and installation of servers and desktop
computers. The classes with the most impact were those on databases, internet
. technologies, and operating systems. As far as the company goes, the candidate was
very impressed with th~ large size ofthe IS department At first, the candidate felt
----:------+luritleffit-i-liUd,but-as-tim~n, it got b~ttel:.-BiS---C£BY-arkers were very helpful
and went out of their way to show the candidate what was needed for thejob. T~e
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candidate had not participated in doing mainframe-type programming before and
found the tasks to pe different, challenging and interesting. The candidate enjoyed
the programming for the Microsoft Windows environment. It was found to be the
easiest to learn and closest to what he already knew. The candidate's project was a
piece of a larger scale project that dealt with human resources data files which would
be loaded into another syst~m and analyzed. The candidate mentioned that what.
motivated him the most was the diversified types oftasks perfonned on the project
and the challenges behind each. They were all different and that kept the candidate
very interested.
The candidate also received positive feedback about the work which~ had
completed by both co-workers and the manager. The candidate feels the internship
served its purpose. A lot was learned about technology and programming languages
in different environments, as well as the IT organization and its impact on the
company business. The intern was also able to meet otherinterns in the company
and learn what they did through the intern program. With this said, the candidate.
feels that due to this internship, he would· certainly like to.pursue a career in software
development. It is also noted that the previous summer's internship in network
administration demonstrated that a career in that is not as app~aling to·the candidate.
Candidate A's project manager found him to be fairly productive. It is noted,
however, that she felt the progress moved a bit slower than normal because she had
to explain each of t1).e pieces to the intern and start at the basics in many areas
-------because-the;ntern-was-unfamiliar-with-them~~-··-- -- -----:-------
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The manager also noted that the ,intern understobd what was explained to him
rather quickly. He worked independently with technical books and online help apd ,
was able to get answers to his own questions on a regular basis. She saw that he was
be!ter atPC-related skills thatl the mainframe skills and credits this to the fact that he
riever worked with a mainframe before. The intern did not typically approach her in
person with questions? but this was not due to the fact that he had no questions. He
would always email questioIis to her and look for the answers that way. She felt he
could improve on his interpersonal and communication skills because of this.
Another example which supports her statement is that when working with the.
customers, he presented himselfvery technically.and very serious. The manager felt
this was not the way to work with the customers who were not very technical. She
encouraged him to relax and be more "user-friendly" when explaining pieces of the
softwire tOtli6 customer and not so serious.
The manager found having an intern to be a challenging experience,
especially since it was her first time having one. She felt that it really took away
from the full-time employees' time by having to spend time teaching the intern about
the projects and getting him "up to' speed" on his skill set. She feels that having the
intern shadow full-time employees through their day could be more productive. This
criticism does not detract from the positive qualities she found in her intern. She
... '" -
thought he had an excellent set of technical skills along withreally good problem
solving skills. She also saw hillLasthorough because he paid attention to detail well
wliDe boflilearning the sKills and-implementlngthem iilhis work. The ~roject
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manager says that the work which the intern was assigned got done quickly as he had
a positive effecton,the smaller "odd-job" projects which were more internal to the
group as opposed to those customer project-based assignments. It was not until he
was used as an unplanned and extra resource on the customer-based projects that she
saw problems with his performance.
Candidate B had completed two years of schooling. She had one prior work
experience from the past summer but it was less formal. The candidate had worked
in a university environment and worked with teaching assistants to prepare class
- assignments. Having only completed two years of school, the classes she had taken
so far with the most impact were the introduction to computer science, data
structures and algorithms, computer architecture, and a class in probability and
.statistics. Upon entering the internship this summer, the candiqate found it to be
" .more professional than first imagined. The intern was not expecting the vast amount
of technical resources which were available at a non-IT company. Having not
worked in "Corporate America" before, the candidate found the work to be more
interesti.ng than originally anticipated as well. While the candidate found the work to
be interesting, there was some question about how challenging it was. There were
times when there just was not enough work for her to do. It made the candidate
question why she was needed at times.
... .. ;
The qmdidate mentioned that new and challenging work motivates her as
J
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applications.· The candidate feels most motivated by, the end result of the project and
seeing the tangible deliverable which was produced.
r- .'~.r
The candidate received positive feedback as·well, with special mention ofher
initiative as well as creative problem solving. In conclusion, the capdidate enjoyed
working in her group for the summer. She wishes she could have done more in areas
she had experience in or had taken classes in. One of the factors which the candidate
saw as beneficial was having a mentor close in age, who was both a new employee
------'
and arecent college graduate. The communication between the mentor and the
intern helped the candidate feel more comfortable and better about working there.
Candidate B's project manager, who was also her team leader, commented
that the intern was very productive overall. At first, the intern was having a difficult
timewith understanding the work. The manager attributes this to the fact that both
projects were already complete and it was maintenance work that the intern was
"
doing. Having to learn two different infrastructures of the technologies used on 'each
project was quite a challenge, but the intern seemed to grasp them after spending
some time with team members from each project.
The intern was able to successfully learn about relational databases, so much
so that she decided to take a database class in the coming semester because ofher
work with itover the summer. The intern startedwith no knowledge of databases
and. went all the way to where she understood and felt comfortable tandng abo~t
them in a problem solving em~ronment. The intern also got better with asking the
. right questions to get answers she needed. The intern appeared to be afraid to' ask
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questions or make mistakes at first. As the internship moved along, the manager
pointed out that she saw a change in the intern's behavior which became an
improvement. The manager also noted that the intern improved the most in
communication, creativity, and innovative thinking'as well as database modeling and
programming. The manager attributes the strong group ofpeople that the intern
worked with to help the intern gain confidence in what she did. The manager also
feels that the mid-summer review got items out "on the table" and the intern was able
to identify problems and make adjustments accordingly. This was the manager's
third summer ofhaving an intern. The manager encouniges the intern to be involved
with the whole group and not necessarily one project. "It (the variety) gives the
.\./
intern a sense of the different technologies as well as people's personalities and helps
them deal and develop skills to work with all types of solutions.", notes the manager.
The manager-also noted that she thought it was important for the intern to work with
different projects because each was at a different phase in the software/systems life
cycle and this was a chance for the intern to see and learn about the different steps
that a system grows through from the idea, design, implementation, testing and
delivery.
The manager saw the intern as having a positive effect on the projects that
she worked on. The intern was an extra resource for each project. While each team
had a member invest time witli1:he intern to conquer the'Tearnirig curve, they
eventually got freed up andwere able to be productive on their own, as well as the
intern's productive impactwhich overall increased productivity on the projects.
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Candidate C has completed five years of school. The student transferred to
another college while changing majors from pre-Med to computer science. This.
summer was her first internship. Past summers were spent taking classes instead of
working. The reason the student wanted to do an internship was because there was
. never a chance to implement the skills she learned.
When the candidate'"s internship first started, the workload she faced was a bit
"Overwhelming, especially since she did not have any experience in the Java "
programming language or relational databases. Tim~s a factor and a concern for
the candidate. The intern's greatest fear was that there would not be enough time to
learn the skills necessary and complete the tasks that were assigned. The work
appeared to be tough at first, especially since the candidate did not have any prior
experience in beingth~onIY_~Ile_a~signed to a task and having others expecting it to
be done (assumed to be in comparisonwith a classroom environment in which
multiple students work concurrently on the same assignments). As the work began~
it became easier because she either tried to learn about it with technical books or
asked someone for help. The intern felt that she might have asked for help a bit too
much at times. However, when work was shown to her it was much easiyr-to
understand what to do versus just explaining it over a conversation about the
problem. The most critical event was completing the first piece of code and running
it to see itwork successfully. It gave the candidate a feelfng of"Hey, I can do this!"
which was a strong confidence booster.
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The candidate mentioned several factors' which she found to be motivational
for her. ,She found that she was-more apt to keep wanting to do assignments which
were interesting to her. People's expectations were also valued as a motivational
factor. Proving the point that she can complete the assignment with both time and ,
accuracy to meet those exp~ctations motivated the candidate. The candidate also-
mentioned that it was satisfying to see the project which was worked on grow from a
simple to a more complex application like a small piece of a larger puzzle.
The intern was told during a mid-summer review that she was able to pick
things up quickly, but did not appear motivated enough. The candidate was told that
she relied too heavily on project team members for answers and support as opposed
to trying to find answers out on her own through books and online resources. As the
internship.neared its end, the intern received more positive feedback. She was told
that the second half ofher internship seemed to prove more productive. She worked
more independently and was able to find more things out on her own. The candidate
was told that she became a better team player on the project as she approached the
end of the internship.
Overall, the intern mentioned that she thought the internship was great. A lot
was learned, more than originally thought. Looking back, the candidate's only regret
is not having prior internships to compare this one to. Having completed this
internship made the candidate more optimistic about what other internships would
have offered.
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While interviewing Candidate C's manager, he found the intern overall to be l""""
fairly productive. Not everything th~t was originally planned on the project was
i
completed, but it wa~ no fault of anyone's because it was due to a technical flaw in
, j
the software which put the project behind schedule a few weeks. The intern was seen
as doing good work ~dcontributing positively. The manager concurs that the intern
picked up technical skills quickly, especially since she did not have them going into
the internship. The intern did show a lot of improvementin her problem solving
skills which helped her work more independently. The manager clearly saw
improvement in the interactions of the intern with the team members. At first, the
intern was not very independent and needed direction on many items. As time
progressed, the project manager worked with the intern on setting goals and
priorities. Once these were set, the intern was able to do more on her own. He saw
this as bringing the intern closer to the actual project planning and identifying her
role and responsibilities. By doing this, when technical problems arose, the intern
could reorganize her priorities more effectively and continue being productive.
The project. manager partially blamed himself for the broad learning curve
which took place for the intern. With this being the first time he was responsible for
an intern, his expectations for the intern were not set as well as they could have been,
as well as the infrastructure and environment needed to get the intern started on her ,
tasks right away. HaVing more time to do the work would'have made the intern more
--------mpmooGtive. Because-o£the..time frame of the learning curve,.wheiJ the intern did
become productive at the end, concluding company intern activities tended to
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interfere with the progress the intern was making. The project manager pointed out'
that the intefll's communication skills, problem solving skills and technical skills
improved the most during the internship.
It was most interesting to find out that the original project which the intern
was going to be used for was a customer-based project. The project manager and
team leade~ felt that due to the learning curve that was taking place, a smaller and
internal project could be assigned (ll.sing the same technologies) and could therefore
be completed without risks of deadline conflicts and resource problems. This
independent project allowed for scope reduction and made it more feasible for the
intern 'to handle. The project manager concluded by suggesting that interns work on
more calendar-based tasks rather than project-plan based tasks. This allows for using
past experiences to allow for better time and resource estimates and makes the
P:roj~cts more feasible for interns to be involved in and complete:
The last candidate, Candidate D, is pursuing her second undergraduate
degree. Her first degree was a Bachelor ofArts in Fine Arts. She has completed
four years while going to school part-time and finishing up the last year this coming
fall full-time. She notes that the classes with the biggest impactso far were
operating systems, computer architecture, data structures and algorithms, and
..
numerical analysis. The candidate has one previous internship working with
Microsoft Office macros andprogramming.' This was very similar to the tasks which
'.vere performed in this internship
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First impressions ofthe company for this candidate were also very positive.
She really was impressed with t~e company's campus and work environment. She
found her co-workers very personable and easy to relate to. As mentioned, the work
was similar to what she had done in aprevious summer internship, but she felt it was
a chance to get her foot in the door to a large, strong company. In addition to
working on this primary project, the intern was assigned to maintain the company's
central internrelations website. Theintern saw this as a new opportunity and really
was excited about it. It was a chance to communicate to other interns'in the company
. .as well as use newer technical skills which were also highly sought after in the
industry (web page design) in order to do so.
The candidate mentioned several items which motivated her. The strong
presence of'\Y0rldlife balance at the company helped ease the pressures ofher day-to-
day tasks. The sense of responsibility, pride in her work, and being part of a highly
visible project while working with good technologies all kept the intern motivated
throughout the time spent there.
In regards to feedback, the intern received very positive responses from the
. project manager, team leader, and customer base as well. The candidate received the
most praise for the quality ofher work for its functionality and appearance as well as
th~ quick turnaround time on the tasks assigned. Overall, while she had gone into
the internship riot knowing whatto expect, it was a very positive experience. It
turned out to be less stressful than expected. The peer interactions were strong and it
was avery respectful environment. The intern noted an example of this being the fact
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that no one watched the clock as she came in "and out - her largest concern was that
the work was completed in a timely manner. As well, one of the critical events that
.J"
the intern indicated was the times \\:,hen she and other department members were able
to just sit around and "tech talk" \\;'hether it be at lunch or just in someone's cubical.
Candidate D's project manager felt that she was very productive and had a
strong impact on her projects. "She certainly met the Intent and expectations", he
notes. She was a valuable extra resource on a-few smaller pieces of a calendar-based
project and brought a new perspective to the group with what she had already knew
about some of the skills and technology involved. When she needed technical skills
for her second project, she took a computer-based training course at her own desktop
and was able to begin working on the project and begin making the necessary
modifications. Upon completing the internship, the manager notesthat she
documented the work she did thoroughly and her work was easily able to be picked
up by another person for the next steps of the project. The manager also stated that
the intern attended meetings with clients, asked the appropriate questions, conducted
herselfprofessionally and added valuable input to the process at times. He credited
this to her excellent communication skills. In her niid-summer review, the manager
stated that she had completedthe work at such an extraordinary level that he would
like to challenge her a bit more. They decided together what she could work on that
would be more-~hallenging and also feasible. Expectations were not set to complete
the projectbut to make strong headway. With this set, the manager was truly pleased
at the progress she did actually make. In conclusion,_the manager notes that this
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project has had successful interns working on it in the past, so the time frame &TId
difficulty involved were well anticipated. He added that the.interns do need more
attention than regular employees might, but they also seem less timid about asking
more questions and are very enthusiastic about the work they do.
D. Limitations
There are some limitations to the data-from truly showing just how effective
an intern could be on an IT project. ..
1. There was no contact with the interns who completed the surveys after they
completed their internship. Another variable might be to investigate how many of
the interns were offered full-time positions with the company due to the work
which they performed, how many accepted the offers, and what type of short-
term retention occurred.
2. There are many types of tasks which an intern can perform in an internship. If
the type of task is the factorwhich causes them to have an impact on the project,
certainly, one task might not have the same impact as another task.
3. As mentioned in the survey analysis, the survey population was limited by the
fact that the interns were recruited based on their higher academic performance in
addition to prior work experience. Not having survey candidates with lower
GPA's. and less work experience may have callsed the survey results to fail to
distinguish if academic performance is a legitimate factor in an intern's impact
all IT projects.
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4. Many of the dependent variables of the surveys are matters of the intern's and
management's judgments. Performance ratings can be very, subjective. What
one manager sees as productive or effective, another might not. Performance
ratings might not be the most accurate measures of actual performance, however,
they are important to the individuals involved and therefore are useful.
IV. Results
A. Summary of Results
While no direct quantitative relationship seems· to exist between the
,.
manager's ratings and either the GPA, previous experience, amount ofprevious
internships completed, years remaining in school, or the task they seemed to perform
most, 20 of the 29 surveys indicated that over 50% oftheir work was challenging for
them. No other variable received such a significant agreement within the survey
population. Since all variable categories appear to e:dribit strong positive ratings, it
can beconcluded that Merck does a good job in recruiting quality interns for their
summer intern program. It is therefore my conclusion that having a sufficient
amount of challenging work leads to a productive intern with a great impact on their
project. It also appears that the environment under which the intern works has a
strong impact on the intern's efforts on the project. This includes getting through the
. .' . . - .
learning curve, adjusting to the cultureofthe work environment, and working with.
. teammates and co-workers.
There are several common items which were revealed in the interviews of the
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interns and managers that indicate a strong influence on their productivity and
positive impact on the projects which the interns worked on during th~ir internship.
It ~ppears that the interns were most effective on "nice to have" projects which were
smaller in scope as opposed to working on larger 'Customer:"based projects. Interns
were also successful on projects which were re-occurring each year over the summer.
Interns were also productive as, an extra resource for projects which they already had
a strong technical skill set and'did not require extra time to get up to speed. ,J
It appears that having co-workers who are helpful to the intern in answeri~g
questions they may have, teaching the necessary skills, and being involved in peer
discussions dealing with both work and career-related issues have a positive
influence on the intern. Keeping the work in an environment which the student is
familiarwith also allows them to be comfortable and not be intimidated by a
complex-computer infrastructure that may defer them from being productive. Not
only the environment,but the type ofwork must be diverse enough as well as new
and challenging to keep the intern interested in completing the assignments. The
interns have expressed an interest to learn about both the technology used as well as
the organization itself and its impact on a company's business whether it be simply a
service department or a direct influence on the company's actual product line.
v. Discussion
Since it appears that it is importantto ~otivate an irttem with both the proper
'amount of challenging work and working environment, it is necessary to discuss
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some of the factors that have shown to trigger significant motivation and can lead to
positive productivity and impact on technical work. .
It appears that the work which can strongly" impact an intern's motivation
must be just challenging enough. Ifworkers feel.there is no chance of success, or
that the work is so trivial or will not challenge them, they will not be very motivated
to be productive and',get it done. David C. McClelland and John W. Atkinson
. ," l
,
studied this 'across industries and employment levels. They discoveredthat
motivation does not continue to increase as the probability of success increases.
They further concluded that the more that goal-fulfillment seems likely, motivation
tends to slack off. This is portrayed in their famous "50 Percent Curve" displayed in
Figure 2 below. As shown, motivation rises as goal-fulfillment moves from
(high)
(low)
0% 50% 100%
PERCENTAGE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
Figure 2 - Motivation in Relation to Probability ofSuccess
improbable toward probable, but then begins to fall as goal-fulfillment begins to
seem inevitable. (Smith 21).
,1
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\Frederick Herzberg also conducted research on motivation and found there to
be several "hygiene factors" which are conducive to good business health but not .
necessarily the cause of it. He lists these satisfiers as:. (Smith 42-43)
• Achievement
• Recognition
• The work itself
• _Responsibility
• Advancement
• Growth
It should be noted that Dayle Smith indicates that there are several methods by which
a work force can be motivated. The following are ones which are strongly believed
to be connected to interns.
• Motivation bX Need - Motivation depends directly on what an employee thinks
he or she needs.
• Motivation by Expectancy - Employees will devote more effort to achieving
goals that they think are attainable.
• Motivation by Job Satisfaction - Poor work conditions can limit the capacity of
workers to perform.
VI. Recommendations
From the results, we see that with the proper amount of challenging work, the
interns appear to have the most impact on their projects as indicated bystrong ratings
. . ...
'.. which were given their managers on the surveys. In addition to the challenging
work, the proper environment was a factor in enabling the intern to have a strong
impact on their projects with the tasks they work on. These recommendations are
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strongly based on the information provided in the intern and manager interviews
which were conducted..
It is recommended that while working on smaller scop.e projects, the interns
1
have the ability to sha40~ employees on larger projects. The work should be just
challenging enough to keep enthusiasm high in the intern during the time they spend
at the company. It may also help that the intern be able to see the completion of'
their part of the project. Many interns have expressed that seeing their part of the
project implemented was a motivational factor in doing the work.
Having a mentor close to the intern's age group is important as well. It
immediately allows the intern to strongly relate to a fellow co-worker and helps ease
the time spent getting to feel comfortable in the work environment and can lead to
more time actually being able to be productive on their tasks.
Teacmng the interns to ask the right questions adds value to their stay as well.
Ifthey can spend the proper amount oftime gathering information to make their job
easier, they can spend a good amount oftime actually doing the work they need to
get done as well as allow co-workers to do their work as well.
Many of the interviews demonstrated that the intern had gone through a good
amount of time just learning and getting up to speed through a learning curve. With
this in mind, interns can also be an extra resource on additional projects especially
. ".
'upon completion oftheiroriginal work, but must be skilled in what is necessary. to
--------l:!;g~etHt:fl:heb_l_tasks completpd.. The longer the learning curle, the less of an impae1ct;-{tfl:ihee----;----'--~----
intern will have when time is a factor.
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Managers are strongly urgedto utilize the mid-summer revi~w to get issues
"'
out on the ta.\>le. This allows for the time to make correctiops and allow the
managers to measure improvements and what the intern has the capability to do in a
working ehvironment. This can be facilitated further by being able to set goals and
priorities with the intern early on. This allows them to know what they are e*pected
to work on, how much time to spend on it, and where to go for help. These help
minimize the learning curve and once again let the interns work on their tasks .most
~.-.
effectively. It is important to keep expectations reasonable. The intern will be most
effective on tasks which they can see as being feasible and that they can accomplish.
The more trivial the work, the less likely they will be motivated to want to do the
work. In the same regards, the more overwhelming and difficult the tasks, the less
likely they may feel that they can actually get the work done and not be so motivated
to actually comple~e the work.
_VII. Lessons Learned
With this study being the first one which I have undertaken, there are a few
lessons learned which I now look back on and see how they would have made this
study a bit easier and in some lights, more effective. There appears to be three
"factors in the implementation that could have been. made the research stronger in
revealing what was hoped to be discov;ered by investigating the impact of interns on
informatiop. technology-based projects. First, by having contact with the interns who
.completed the surveys after they c'ompleted their internship, it would havy made it
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easier to go back and askquestions that seemed to reveal more in the interviews
about student internships rather than just have what the survey results specified.
Furthermore, the surveys did not appear to be as effective as hoped. Iilstead of doing
the surveying, more interviews could have been done and therefore making a
stronger case for the qualitative factors that seem to really determine the internship's
success. Finally, only'by the fault of the timeline of this study, it would be an
interesting fact to see how many of the interns (who returned their surveys and were
. '.
interviewed) were offered full-time positions with the company, how many accepted
the offers, and what type of short-term retention occurred. Since there are
indications that internships are a method of attracting potential full-time candidates,
these results could also determine what type of impact that management is looking to
get out of its interns.
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Appendix A: Data Collection Instrument
Attachment 1- Survey distributed to the Interns
Code:
-'----
Summer 1999 Questionnaire
on "Internships in Information Systems"
Purpose: Thesis for Lehigh University Master's Degree iJ:J. Technology, Management
Please answer the following questions as truthfully and thoroughly as possible. All answers
will be kept in strict confidence and anonymity. The answers are strictly for the purpose of
research and are not affiliated with Merck in any way. Please return the sutveyto Michael
Andreano, WSIF-30 when completed. Thank you very much!
My GPA is currently (i.e. 2.75)
I will graduate in __ more year(s) and have completed __0 years.
I have completed __ technical internships or co-ops prior to this summer.
I chose a computer-science related field because:
I chose to intern with this company because:
I learned most ofmy skills that I used this summer from:
~es ~o
Technical Books 0 0
Text Books from School 0 0
Computer Based Training 0 D
Learning from Co-Worker/Mentor D D
Reading Examples Already Done D D
Trial and Error (Learn by Doing) 0 D
The World Wide Web D ··0
Online Belp in an Application D D
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Which tyPe ofwork were you assigned during your inWrnship." Please check or
circle all that apply.
None Very .. Somewhat Typically Mostly
Little
.Customer Support 0 D D D D
Documentation D 0 D D Do'
Programming D D D D D
Hardware Support D D D D D
D~bugging D D D D D
T~sting D D D D D
Other: D D D D D POther: D D D D D
Amount oftravelling I None Once or A few More . Routinely
did to other work sites Twice' times than
5 times
My work was trivial Percent of the time (Be sure that the three
choices add up to 100%.)
My work was Percent of the time
challenging
My work was Percent of the time
overwhelming
Mywork was Never Sometime Always , --
challenging s
I used skills I already Never Sometime Always
had s
I used skills that I Never Sometime Always
learned while here s
My work was Not Some of it Most ofit
meaningful Really
Typically, my project 1-2 3-5 6 or more
teams had
-
members
Overall, I enjoyed the Not It had its .It met my Better Best
.;
intern program really moments expectatio than I summer
ns expected vet!
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Attachment 2 - Survey distributed to Intern Managers
Code: _
Summer 1999 Questionnaire
on "Internships in Information Systems"
Purpose: Thesis for Lehigh University Master's Degree in Technology Management
Please answer the following questions as truthfully and thoroughly as possible. All answers
will be kept in strict confidence and anonymity. The answers are strictly for the purpose
of research and are not affiliated with Merck in any way. Please return the survey to
Michael Andreano, WS IF-30 when completed. Thank you very much!
Please check all boxes that apply best. ..
None Very Somewha Typically Mostl
Little t y
I worked closely with the internes) in D D D D D
my group
I saw a lot of improvement in the D D D D D
internes) through the course of the I
term
The internes) was able to work r' D D D D D
independently on work assigned
The internes) completed work ina D D D D D
. ~
tImely manner
The internes) met my eXPfctations D D D D D
. I feel that my co-workers saw a D D D D D
positive impact from having an
internes)
The internes) had a positive impact on D D D D D
the projects he/she worked on
Overall, the internes) contributed in a D D D D D
positive manner
Iwould consider having an internes) YES NO
in my area again next summer
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